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Sensitivity to extralinguistic cues to identify generic and non-generic meaning

Abstract. Generic sentences convey generalizations about kinds. In contrast, non-generics express facts about specific individuals or groups of individuals. However, to identify generic meaning, we have to integrate multiple cues. This study tested whether the discrepancy between the noun phrase and the number of objects (extralinguistic cues) present should force a generic interpretation whereas the match between the noun phrase and the number of objects present would give rise to a non-generic interpretation. Results demonstrated that adults are sensitive to the match and the mismatch situations in three out of four conditions tested. The data also indicate the importance of world knowledge cues in construing sentences as generic.

Keywords: generics; non-generics; extralinguistic cues; adults; Russian.

1. Introduction
Statements which express generalizations about kinds rather than individuals – generic sentences – are frequent in everyday speech and we rely on them to pass on information to one another (Leslie 2007). An interesting feature of generics is that they admit exceptions, some more readily than others. For instance, the generic statement Tigers are striped is true of almost all tigers (apart from e.g., albino tigers), whereas the sentence Mosquitoes carry the West Nile virus is true of only two or three kinds of mosquitoes of the approximately 40 kinds that are said to be important transmitters of the West Nile Virus. These facts do not have any bearing on the truth value of the above generics. In contrast, non-generics such as e.g., My cat has caught two mice or The birds are sitting in the tree express facts about specific individuals or groups of individuals and do not admit exceptions.

Previous research suggests that there are at least three types of cues speakers of English use to interpret an utterance generically or non-generically: morphosyntactic features (Carlson 1980;
Lyons 1977; Krifka et al. 1995; Gelman & Raman 2003; Cimpian et al. 2011), contextual cues (Gelman & Raman 2003; Cimpian & Markman 2008), as well as world knowledge (Cimpian & Markman 2008; Brandone & Gelman 2009). Furthermore, we need to regularly attend to various cues in order to arrive at an adequate interpretation (Gelman, 2003).

Despite the range of previous studies that mostly focused on children’s abilities to detect generic meaning (e.g., Gelman and Raman 2003; Cimpian and Markman 2008; Cimpian et al. 2011), little is known about adults’ abilities, which are usually put to test to detect the end-point of development of generic and non-generic meaning. Research into adults’ abilities, however, seems particularly interesting in the light of Dąbrowska’s (2012) research, which claims that there are considerable differences in linguistic knowledge among monolingual first language learners; i.e. native speakers of a given language do not share the same grammar. Her claim is supported by a number of studies in which she examined different facets of linguistic knowledge such as, e.g., inflectional morphology, passives, quantifiers, etc. to confirm it.

Previous experimental work has focused mostly on generic meaning in English. In this study, we turn our attention to cues that listeners use to identify a sentence as generic in an article-less language. To our knowledge, contextual cues in Russian have not been studied so far and thus offer a good background for making certain predictions.

Unlike English, Russian has no articles – probably the most direct formal cue in English – and thus relies on other linguistic devices to signal generic interpretation (see e.g., Leshkova 1984; Shelyakin 1985; Ermolenko 1987; Jespersen 2002; Dayal 2011; Alda et al. 2012). The subject NP of a generic sentence can be a bare plural (“Тигры – хищные животные” / ‘Tigers are predators’) or a bare singular (“Тигр – хищник” /’A tiger is a predator’). However, number is not sufficient for the kind-referring interpretation of a sentence. Note that sentences with identical noun phrases (“Тигры сбежали из зоопарка” / ‘Tigers escaped from the zoo’ or “Тигр грелется на солнце” /’A tiger is sunbathing’) can lead to non-generic interpretations. In Russian, most generic sentences have verbs in the present tense. Sentences in other tenses and aspects, however, are also possible (“Собаку приручили много лет назад” /’The dog was domesticated a long time ago’ or “Дети пойдут в школу осенью” /’Children will go to school in autumn’) and will receive generic interpretation. Although tense and aspect are important cues, they are not entirely reliable indicators of generic meaning. It is important to observe that the presence of a demonstrative pronoun such as “тот” (that) and “этот” (this) does not preclude a generic interpretation (“Что за чудо эти небоскребы!” /’What a miracle these skyscrapers are’). Again, note that none of these morphosyntactic cues – taken alone or together – can guarantee generic interpretation.

Even when formal cues are kept constant, world knowledge strongly influences generic interpretations. This seems to be due to our extensive knowledge of properties, events, and states concerning individuals, as well as kinds. For instance, ‘having’ is a state that indicates that one owns something. It appears not to be possible for an individual to have or own an entire kind. The sentence (“У меня есть паста” /’I have pasta’) refers to an indefinite sample of the kind, which is equivalent to ‘some pasta’. The sentence (“Мне нравится паста” /’I like pasta’), on the other hand,
implies a generic interpretation. Finally, contextual cues are also fundamental to the identification of generics. Let us consider a contextual cue which involves the resolution of anaphoric references involving ‘they’. In the sentence (“Собаки – хорошие друзья. Они преданные и добрьые” / ‘Dogs are good friends. They are loyal and friendly’) ‘they’ implies a generic reading which refers to the whole category of dogs. By way of contrast, in a similar sentence (“Эти собаки – хорошие друзья. Они преданные и добрьые” / ‘These dogs are good friends. They are loyal and friendly’) ‘they’ implies a particular reading (i.e., my dogs). Another type of contextual cue – which is of direct importance to this study – is the physical setting of the utterance (an extralinguistic cue).

For the purpose of the present paper, the pioneering study by Gelman and her colleague, which partly focused on children's sensitivity to extralinguistic cues, will be discussed. Gelman and Raman (2003) assumed that the mismatch between a plural NP in the presence of a single object would signal generic meaning. By contrast, the match between an NP and the number of objects should signal non-generic meaning. To test this claim, 2-, 3- and 4-year-olds saw a picture of an atypical animal (e.g., a tailless horse) and then were asked a question about it in the plural (e.g., “Do they have tails?”). If children are sensitive to this mismatch situation, they would infer “they” in the question as referring to horses in general and the answer would be “yes”. However, in the match situation, children could infer that “they” refers to the tailless horses in the picture and the answer would be “no”. The results demonstrated that two groups of children: the 3- and 4-year-olds (not 2-year-olds) were sensitive to both the mismatch and the match situation. As a result, they gave generic answers in the former and non-generic answers in the latter situation.

Building upon previous experimental work by Gelman and Raman (2003) in particular, the aim of the present study was two-fold. Firstly, it attempted to investigate whether mismatch situations (e.g., using a singular NP in the presence of two exemplars of a category) and match situations (e.g., using a plural NP in the presence of two exemplars of a category) would signal different interpretations to native speakers of Russian. However, instead of capitalizing on the ambiguity of the plural pronoun “they”, we relied on bare singular and bare plural NPs. Note that a specific reference of pronouns constrained the use of “they” in some of our conditions (e.g., * “Это лев. У них три глаза?”). Note also that in the absence of the pictorial stimuli, the NPs in the questions used in the study would receive generic interpretations (see Table 2). Secondly, it served as a norming study for an experiment whose purpose was to test the aforementioned ability in individuals with semantic aphasia2. In accordance with the second aim of this study, we introduced a method that placed minimal demands on the participants’ verbal production.

2 There are two major approaches to classify aphasia: the Boston tradition and Luria's classification. Semantic aphasia – a type of aphasia not included in the Boston classification – results from a lesion in the area of the left temporal-parietal-occipital junction (Akhutina 2015; Dragoy et al. 2015). Two specific deficits underlying semantic aphasia are difficulties in: (i) finding words and (ii) understanding logical-grammatical constructions such as genitive, passive, double negation or embedded clause. Although patients with semantic aphasia are able to grasp the meaning of simple sentences, little is known regarding their sensitivity to the generic/non-generic distinction.
Thus, instead of answering open-ended questions, the participants answered closed-ended “yes” or “no” questions.

**Method**

**Participants**

We recruited 162 native speakers of Russian (113 females; mean age 26; (range 16-60)) using virtualex.ru. Figure 1 in the Appendix shows the participants’ educational backgrounds, which ranged from secondary to master’s degree level.

**Materials and Design**

Altogether we used thirty-six items (pictorial stimuli showing animals with an atypical feature, e.g., a camel with a green hump) in our Study. Figure 2 shows some of the pictorial stimuli used. We designed the items to reflect one of the three property types (marked in Table 1 as “extra”, “lacking”, or “changed”). The first group comprised twelve items depicting animals which have some extra feature (e.g., a lion with three eyes). Another group of pictures shows animals which lack some feature (e.g., an elephant without a trunk). Finally, the last group depicts animals which some changed feature (e.g., a cow which has claws instead of hooves). We tested each item in four conditions. Table 2 shows one item in four conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Sample example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>singular-singular</td>
<td>Эта верблюд. У верблюд-а зелен-ый горб? DEM camel (SG.NOM) at camel-SG.GEN green-SG.NOM hump (SG.NOM) ‘Here is a camel. Does the camel have a green hump?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular-plural</td>
<td>Эта верблюд. У верблюд-ов зелен-ый горб? DEM camel (SG.NOM) at camel-PL.GEN green-SG.NOM hump (SG.NOM) ‘Here is a camel. Do camels have green humps?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural-singular</td>
<td>Эта дв-а верблюд-а. У верблюд-а зелен-ый горб? DEM two-NOM camel-SG.GEN at camel-SG.GEN green-SG.NOM hump (SG.NOM) ‘Here are 2 camels. Does the camel have a green hump?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural-plural</td>
<td>Эта дв-а верблюд-ов. У верблюд-ов зелен-ый горб? DEM two-NOM camel-SG.GEN at camel-PL.GEN green-SG.NOM hump (SG.NOM) ‘Here are 2 camels. Do the camels have green humps?’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Four conditions used in the Study.

3 The ideas for four items taken from studies by Gelman and Raman (2003), and Cimpian, Meltzer and Markman (2011) are marked in Table 1 as either GR (2003) or CMM (2011). The abbreviations stand for the initial letters of the authors’ surnames.
Thus, thirty-six items in four conditions generated 144 unique trials, which we divided into four lists. Each participant in our study answered questions from one of the four lists and always saw each item in only one of the four conditions. In addition, test materials included 36 fillers of other grammatical construction types.

Taking into account the results obtained by Gelman and Raman (2003), we sought to confirm that the singular-plural condition would tend to generate generic answers, whilst the singular-singular condition would tend to elicit non-generic ones. It was also our aim to verify whether the plural-singular condition would prompt native speakers of Russian to give non-generic replies. Following Gelman et al.’s studies, we also assumed that the plural-plural condition would elicit non-generic answers. We were, however, unsure whether the results from our study would straightforwardly replicate this prediction.

Note that we used the same questions with the singular NP (e.g., верблюд / 'camel') in the singular-singular condition as well as in the singular-plural condition. The questions with the plural NP (e.g., верблюдов / 'camels') were used in the plural-plural condition and the singular-plural condition. The only difference was the number of instances of a category shown (one instance in the case of the singular-singular and singular-plural conditions; two instances in the remaining conditions).

Each “yes” and “no” answer was coded as either generic or non-generic. This is to say that depending on the trial, the reply “no” (or “yes”) could be coded generically or non-generically. For instance, in the singular-singular condition (‘Это верблюд. У верблюда зеленый горб?’ / ‘Here’s a camel. Does the camel have a green hump?’), the reply “no” would be coded generically (i.e., we assumed that by answering “no”, the participant interprets the NP in the question as referring to the entire kind of camels). The reply “yes”, on the other hand, would be included in the non-generic answers (i.e., we assumed that by answering “yes”, the participant interprets the NP in the question as referring to the camel in the picture). However, the answer “no” in a different trial in the same condition (‘Это крыса. У крысы 2 глаза?’ / ‘Here’s a rat. Does the rat have 2 eyes’) would be coded non-generically. The answer “yes” would therefore be included in the generic answers.

2. Results

The results bore out the predictions outlined above (see Figure 3). We obtained 85% of generic answers in the singular-plural condition. Furthermore, the singular-singular condition generated more non-generic (69.7%) than generic replies (30.3%). Contrary to Gelman et al.’s claim, the plural-singular condition, however, generated more generic than non-generic answers: 68.5% and 31.5% respectively.
Yet, it was the plural-plural condition that brought the most surprising results. Although we assumed that the plural-plural condition might yield results which could differ from Gelman et al.’s study, we did not expect to get 52.5% of generic and 47.5% of non-generic answers. This shows that the participants were almost unanimously divided in their interpretations. Note that in some trials, (e.g., “Это 2 свиньи. У свиней хвост крючком?” / ‘Here are 2 pigs. Do pigs have curly tails?’), the participants’ replies divided equally into generic and non-generic ones.

### 3. Discussion

In this study we specifically wanted to determine how the presence of an extralinguistic cue (one or two atypical exemplars of the category) might affect adults’ interpretation of a generic NP. We assumed that when an extralinguistic cue is at odds with the NP (e.g., one exemplar + plural NP or two exemplars + singular NP), a generic interpretation would be reached. We would get specific replies, however, when the form of the NP is the same as the number of exemplars of the category. The prediction that one exemplar and the plural NP should give rise to generic interpretation was based on Gelman et al.’s (1998) study in which the experimenters analyzed conversations between mothers and children in the context of picture-book reading. It was determined that despite the fact that each picture in the book only represented a single example of its kind (e.g., an animal), mothers would at times use plural generics to talk about it (e.g., “That’s a chipmunk. And *they* eat...”
acorns”). Such findings are also interesting in the light of data obtained from the magazine for children Miś (Karczewski 2016). Some pages from the magazine depict single pictures of animals, while on others we may find fragments of generic texts concerning a given kind (e.g., the beaver, the mole, the sheep, etc). There are numerous instances of pages on which generic texts in the plural are accompanied by a picture representing one exemplar of the category. The examples from the magazine sample seem to provide additional evidence for Gelman’s claim that there is a tendency to use plural generics in the presence of a picture representing one exemplar of the category. Overall, it seems that the transition from a single exemplar to generalizing about a kind using the plural form would seem to be implying that this single instance is so representative that it may be used to stand for the whole kind.

The data we obtained from the singular-plural condition is consistent with the prediction that it should lead participants to give non-generic answers. It is, however, surprising that some participants in our study failed to reach the ceiling effect in this condition.

This study tested one condition (plural-singular) which according to Gelman and Raman should lead to non-generic answers because the singular NP in the presence of two exemplars of a category could be interpreted as referring to one of the instances displayed. This prediction was further supported by the finding that parents seldom produced generics by using the singular NP in the context of plural instances (Pappas & Gelman 1998). Our findings, however, did not confirm this prediction. The plural-singular condition yielded more generic than specific answers. Note, however, that 30% of the non-generic answers we obtained in this condition might reflect this assumption (cf. Table 3).

The fact that adults gave more non-generic replies when provided with a singular generic NP cue in the presence of one atypical exemplar of a category (singular-singular condition) accords well with our prediction. Nevertheless, it seems interesting that this construal prompted 30% of our participants to give generic replies. One explanation for this might reside in different sources of information that adults have to take into account and resolve before reaching generic/specific interpretation. It would seem that world knowledge was a prime candidate for this situation, which means that some of our participants must have relied primarily on their knowledge of the world in making their decision or that their previous knowledge concerning the animal kingdom might have overridden the extralinguistic cue available.

Our most unexpected result was that adults produced almost the same number of generic and specific replies in the plural-plural condition. What is more, this finding seems particularly interesting in the light of Gelman and Raman’s research which shows that specific answers dominated over generic answers in the plural-plural condition. The fact that the plural construal is the most natural expression of generalized meaning in Russian (Golovan 2013), must have had some bearing on the results we obtained from this study. The results might also suggest that coordinating multiple sources of information (linguistic + extralinguistic + prior knowledge) proved difficult for the participants in the plural-plural condition.
Overall, it would seem that some of our participants followed one of two strategies while completing the questionnaire. Some of them relied on their general knowledge and thus ignored the extralinguistic cue, while others decided to follow the extralinguistic cue but ignored the remaining cues available. This assumption is further supported by the comments made by some of the participants. This issue, however, requires further study and analysis and will be examined in greater detail in the experiment with individuals with semanticaphasia.

On a final note, the data obtained from the study helped us select thirty-two (out of thirty-six) pictorial stimuli which we will use in the study with individuals with semantic aphasia. We have based our selection choices on a number of factors, some of which include: (i) the overall agreement with the standard coding, (ii) the balance between “yes” and “no” answers, (iii) the balance between features (i.e., “lacking”, “extra”, and “changed”). Each item will be presented in two different conditions, thus generating 64 unique trials. The experiment will be conducted using PsychoPy (Peirce).
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## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Property type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>three-eyed lion</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>five-pawed dog</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>three-winged ladybird</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>four-eared sheep</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>two-tailed fox</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>two-nosed hedgehog</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>winged donkey</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>tailed frog</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>webbed-footed wolf</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>antlered tiger</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>tusked zebra</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>spiked snake</td>
<td>Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>trunkless elephant CMM (2011)</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>whiskerless mouse</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>tailless horse GR (2003)</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>combless rooster</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>toothless crocodile</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>shelless turtle</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>one-winged bird CMM (2011)</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>one-eared rabbit</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>three-pawed bear</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>one-eyed hippo</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>three-legged stork</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>one-eared rat</td>
<td>Lack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>clawed cow</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>straight-tailed pig</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>yellow crow</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>furry fish</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>hoofed eagle</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>short-necked giraffe GR (2003)</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>purple-legged deer</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>red-finned shark</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>stiped swan</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>green-humped camel</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>polka dotted tail-finilled whale</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>pink-footed squirrel</td>
<td>Changed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Items used in the Study.*
Figure 1: Participants’ educational backgrounds.

Figure 2: Sample of the pictorial stimuli used in the Study.
Revisiting the fairy land: Anne Sexton’s transformation of the Grimms’ female characters

Abstract. Anne Sexton’s vivid and scandalous literary heritage has always been arousing controversy mostly due to its confessional character. It is, however, underestimated that one of the sources of her poetic inspirations was a broadly defined European culture and tradition, including the Grimms’ fairy tales. This article strives to inquire how Sexton revisits narratives of canonical tales with special regard to female protagonists. An apparent discrepancy will be shown between the two versions in terms of poetic imagery, character construction, and the reality in which they are firmly anchored. The morals drawn from the poems markedly diverge from the original versions, for it is with pessimism and disillusionment that Sexton transforms the naïve and sentimental images. The applied adaptation, hence, serves here to articulate the conflict between the traditional, male-centered set of values and a feminist perspective. The poems’ structures, literary figures, cultural references, features of genre, and other elements will be examined and analyzed to compare the retold stories with their archetypes and to provide a detailed interpretation in the light of the addressed problems.

Keywords: fairy tales; feminism; female protagonist; adaptation; postmodern poetry.

Introduction
Since life writing has become one of the major trends in worldwide literature, a new light has been shed on confessional artists. The impact which their personal experience has on their work has been more carefully examined and evaluated, as the literary recording of the self has become their token of recognition. Anne Sexton, one of the leading poets of the confessional trend, is no exception, her literary heritage and confessional style being, however, equivocal. Sexton’s texts require from their readers deep insight into a number of contexts in which they are firmly anchored. Her work arose from a complex combination of various generic fields, like family, society, or expression of individualism, the last one appealing to be the most crucial. The emanation of self was a reason for the poet to start writing, a key concept in her poems, and, eventually, one of the factors causing her self-destruction. Nevertheless, Sexton’s late work was strongly inspired by common tradition and culture. A research aim of this paper is to establish how Anne Sexton transforms female characters, like Snow White, Rapunzel, Sleeping Beauty, and Red Riding Hood, in her
postmodern works of reversed, redescribed, and deconstructed meanings. The objective is also to explore and challenge traditional models of literary adaptation and intertextuality, and inquire whether they can be applied to the process of Sexton’s rewriting of source texts. In the light of these assumptions, selected poem-stories will be analysed.

The Grimms’ defeminized heritage

In her seminal work, *Women Who Run With the Wolves: Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman Archetype* (1996), Clarissa Pinkola Estes employs the whole spectrum of female culture. The “Wild Woman” archetype she has been researching, refers to innate, natural, and primeval features of women compared to those of wolves. It has been found that this archetype can be identified with a psychological element or an instinctive nature basic to the female self. Estes’s argument in favour of the Wild Woman archetype runs as follows: healthy women share a number of psychological qualities with wolves, and these are sharp senses, playfulness, exceptional ability to sacrifice, extraordinary strength, immunity, and inquisitiveness. Her findings are based on numerous traditional tales, tribal legends, and psychoanalytical work the researcher has been pursuing with female patients. She puts forward the claim that this elusive layer of the female psyche has been oppressed for centuries and misrepresented by male-oriented narratives, which made these innate features go astray. It would be too harsh to state that the tales which have been researched by Estes are purely misogynist, but it can be noticed that they present a clear division of gender roles.

Jack Zipes, in his lifelong attempt to explain fairy tales’ enduring significance, seems to belittle gynocritical ways of reading them, and only in order to provide a certain background does he mention Grimms’ feminist critics. He does, however, admit that throughout Jacob and Wilhelm Grimms’ work collecting and editing Germanic tales and other folklore elements like customs or literature pieces, they intentionally erased or rewrote those elements which would not be in line with the patriarchal model of nineteenth century Europe.

The Grimms made major changes while editing the tales. They eliminated erotic and sexual elements that might be offensive to middle-class morality, added numerous Christian expressions and references, emphasized specific role models for male and female protagonists according to the dominant patriarchal code of that time, and endowed many of the tales with a ‘homey’ biedermeier flavour by the use of diminutives, quaint expressions, and cute descriptions (2002: 46).

It must be also underlined that the principal concern of the Grimms was to present the didactic role of tales, which facilitated the long-term process of bonding generations of Germans together. Educators and parents found it crucial to emphasize the morals and instructive lessons the tales should provide for children, although some of the messages may seem too harsh for contemporary upbringing. For example, *Tom Thumb* does not find much approval among modern children due to its violent and cruel character.

It is beyond any doubt that fairy tales have shaped the archetype of the female protagonist. Researchers of a feminist orientation, like de Beauvoir (1949), Tatar (1987), Lieberman (1972),
or Bottigheimer (1987), have enumerated a series of features and behavioural patterns deeply rooted in canonical tales, although derogatory to women. Excessively humbled (“[i]n fact humbled is perhaps too mild a term to use for the many humiliations to which female protagonists must submit” (Tatar 1987: 92)); in constant need of being rescued; delicate, ergo helpless, and dependent on their male counterparts, who quite often treat them disrespectfully, female characters give an irrelevant example for contemporary society where girls are taught to behave and act independently. As Liebermann observed, “[i]t is hard to see how children could be prepared to women’s liberation by reading fairy tales; an analysis of those fairy tales that children actually read indicates instead that they serve to perpetuate traditional social roles (1972: 383). Examples are easily found in canonical tales widespread among children and reiterated by numerous adaptations. Depicted as kind-hearted and exceptionally beautiful, Snow White takes refuge among dwarves, where she fulfils the role of their housekeeper and cook. Cinderella frees herself from the yoke of a mean stepmother and stepsisters only due to the prince’s choice. Furthermore, it is underlined that she could approach him having washed the dirt off, a symbol of her servility towards her hostile family; it leads her, however, only to another form of subjection, for now she has become the prince’s property. “She first washed her hands and face clean, and then went and bowed down before the King’s son, who gave her the golden shoe. […] He […] took Cinderella on his horse and rode away with her” (Completed Fairy Tales 2012: 76).

Conversely, Marina Warner takes issue with such a straightforward critique of the tales in her two major works The Absent Mother, or Women Against Women in the ‘Old Wives’ Tale’ (1991) and From the Beast to the Blond: On Fairy Tales and their Tellers (1994). She notices that their utility as a didactic tool is many sided; they gave voice to women as narrators of numerous stories presenting, hence, a female perspective. “Fairytale offers a case where the very contempt for women opened an opportunity for them to exercise their wit and communicate their ideas” (1991: 24).

Anne Sexton’s feminizing of the tales
There has been an inconclusive debate about whether androcentric narratives of fairy tales have become too easy a target for feminist critics, who openly condemn these narratives for the patriarchal values they bear. Indeed, numerous screenings, revisited writings, and even Internet memes modernize fairy tale characters, mostly female ones, attributing to them features of being liberated and independent. One cannot, however, compare the social constructions of femininity at the beginning of 1970s and now. This section, thus, strives to present women’s portrayal in Transformations in the optics of the American post-war realm with reference to their archetypical counterparts. As has already been mentioned, certain stereotypes and a concrete vision of womanhood are endorsed in source texts. As Gonzalez suggests,

The purported naturalness of the division of the spheres […] that so thoroughly pervades fairy tale, testifies to the efficacy of this cultural procedure, which women internalize and tactically assume as a truthful dispenser
of womanhood. Fairy tales, then, constitute another, and very effective, normalizing discipline which show women the version of ‘feminity’ that the social norm expects from them; they are unawarely socialized and rendered docile to the cultural discourses at work in a given society and historical period. (1999: 12)

A somewhat comparative triangle will be presented, where the source texts and Sexton’s revisions are compared in order to show the result of such confrontation.

One of the first protagonists dealt with in the volume is Snow White. Her girlishness, emphasized in the first stanza, takes the form of pure dollishness; her corporeality consists of material building blocks, like porcelain or cigarette paper (“arms and legs made of Limoges” (T 1971:3). The creature, not a person, is presented at the very beginning, named a virgin. The narrator attributes shallow, simple actions to her; she has a stated purpose of accompanying others, greeting her stepmother, saying yes or no – which, in Sexton’s creation, deprives her of any humanity. This dependence on dominant companions makes her an inert creature leading a precarious existence based on others actions and decisions. Snow White’s pureness, representing her beauty in the Grimms’ tale, in Sexton grows in a different significance. The girl’s freshness and virginity epitomize her helplessness, incompetence, and social incapacity in the face of the wrong committed to her by family and gender relations. Sexton’s female persona is met by the reader at this very moment – the girl’s womanhood being her greatest misfortune.

Whereas the Grimms’ Snow White is seven, the metatale girl is thirteen. Placing her in this liminal moment of life, on the border between childhood and adulthood, allowed the writer room for poetic manoeuvre. The transformation of the protagonist is, hence, from a featureless child to a teenager whose qualities of character, mostly pejorative, are being developed in the course of the narrative.

This time she bought a poison comb,
a curved eight-inch scorpion,
and put it in her hair and swooned again.
The dwarfs returned and took out the comb
and she revived miraculously.
[...]  
Snow White, the dumb bunny,
opened the door
and she bit into a poison apple
and fell down for the final time. (T: 8)

All the harm done to Snow White in the source text does not apply to her own actions; in other words she is a victim of her stepmother’s evil, not a culprit. Sexton’s revision brings the girl into the disrepute of being vain, witless, and irresponsible. The adaptation, though, is perverse – the story proposed by Sexton still holds a moral forewarning of self-admiration and the triumph of the exterior, but the object of this narcissistic decountrifying is Snow White herself. In the end, she does not differ much from her main enemy; moreover the finale of the poem suggests she becomes the queen who once despised her. (“Meanwhile Snow White held court,/rolling her china-blue doll
eyes open and shut/ and sometimes referring to her mirror/as women do.” (T: 9) In Sexton, female characters become slaves to their images; as if female existence was determined by and trapped in her appearance, which simplifies their each step as human beings.

A closer look at female relationships is taken in a revision of “Rapunzel”. Whereas the scheme of the tale is much about the same, the attention is centered on the interaction between the title character and Dame Gothel. One of the first adapting procedures applied is changing the latter one into Mother Gothel, which stays in conformity with an anaphoric phrase at the beginning and at the end of the introductory part of the poem, “A woman/ who loves a woman/ is forever young” (T: 35). That could be perceived as a declaration of parental love; the relationship between the two, however, is later developed as rather ambiguous. Sexton employs images of nudity and intimate contact between a young girl and a mature woman. The above mentioned introductory part serves as a monologue by Mother Gothel to the girl where she intends to explain the bonding between them, underlining their mutual affection and their belongingness to each other. (“We are two clouds/ glistening in the bottle glass./ We are two birds/ washing in the same mirror.” T: 38) Erotic and toxic as it is, the relationship is presented in a loving, almost tender, way. Mother Gothel seems to be entirely devoted to Rapunzel; the young girl’s freshness and beauty inspires her and prolongs her own vitality. Their oneness is the reason for woman’s existence as a whole. In Sexton, family relations are subject to distortion, identifiable as something which McGowan names “domesticized terror”; putting them in the frame of a fairy tale makes them even more contorted. This view of family and its members contrasts with that of the Grimms’ – sanguine and pure, where a parent acts as a natural protector of their daughter.

Whereas in “Rapunzel” the pathological incest can be somehow surmountable due to the title character’s relationship with a man (“They lived happily as you might expect/ proving that mother-me-do/can be outgrown” T: 42), “Briar Rose” reconstructions portrays a woman devastated by her childhood traumas. Briar Rose’s initial innocent character is transformed by numerous sexual allusions, and the problem of incest comes back here double-barrelled. In Sexton, the ambivalent feelings of a propensity for the father and sexual imagery predominate in the story and become its main theme. Fascination is mixed with disgust with the man who under false pretences of protecting Briar Rose from a curse, takes advantage of his power and antagonizes the girl. In the source text we can read, “the Queen had a little girl who was so pretty that the King could not contain himself for joy”. In Sexton’s version, “Briar Rose […] dwelt in his odor” (T: 109).

A somewhat rebellion against the order of a traditional fairy tale is the very fact that Sexton dares to describe Briar Rose’s life after her wedding with the prince: the “they lived happily ever after” story is far from a bed of roses. Traumatically experienced in her childhood, Sleeping Beauty struggles with insomnia, depression, drug addiction. It is underlined that the girl from the canonical tale is divorced from reality; the Grimms’ figure is the old-time reflection of a Stepford wife – flawless, thoughtless, subordinate. Sexton’s version, on the other hand, defies expectations; her behavior is chaotic and unpredictable. She becomes a victim of her beauty, for it opens a Pandora’s box for her. If it had not been for her female attractiveness, she would have been saved from her
father’s affection and, thus, she would not bear the imprint of the incestuous trauma. As Sexton indicates, Briar Rose’s womanhood is driven by her childhood memories and due to her emotional impotence she stays a girl forever – a girl who is aware of her imprisonment in an Electra complex, as well as of the ill sexual identity she has developed and cannot change. The final stanza, which is thereby the final part of the whole volume, expresses Briar Rose’s fall into despair and compares her meager being to a posthumous condition.

What voyage this, little girl?
This coming out of prison?
God help –
This life after death? (T:112)

In “Red Riding Hood” Sexton departs from portraying women by means of the tales’ characters and provides a prefatorial fragment concerning the figures of her contemporaries. “Many are the deceivers.” (T: 73) is the first line of the poem and introduces the tone of the narrative – dismal and ironic. Postwar suburban America being the background, five people, mostly women, are shown as representations of a hypocritical society who, wearing numerous masks, lie and cheat in order to fulfill the imposed roles and fight for their endurance. “The suburban matron, […] list in hand so she won’t suddenly fly” (T: 73) is about to meet a secret lover, two jugglers who wheedle money out of an elderly woman, and a narrator, who tries to escape her past, deceiving herself it would be possible by moving to a new house. These characters’ stories given as an introduction to a slightly revised tale confront one of the most potent symbols of evil and corruption of morals – the wolf. Whilst the wolf evokes rather homogeneous emotions of condemnation, the characters proposed by Sexton, while sinful, are not black-and-white and lose themselves in confusion due to their weakness, not meanness. It might be stated, hence, that canonical tales, which have been teaching generations to glorify the right and avoid the wrong, employ inadequate values incongruous with human character and their choices.

Conclusion
In Transformations a critical mass of recognizable images of fairy tale figures were used to retell children’s stories in a darker and queerer way, which reversed their universalism. The effect, reinforced by obscene, sardonic language and abominable images, constitutes a visible twist from values like nobleness, courage, kindness, or purity, embedded in the primary texts, into individual problems of incest, mental illness, and depression. The author is a fluent and precise observer of the decentralized reality overwhelmed by a vain and superficial culture; by placing her characters in this carnivalesque, chaotic environment, she voices the opinion that such a lifestyle, promoted by canonical pieces of European culture, is extremely harmful to human nature. The transformation of characters, formerly predictable, well rooted in their roles and undeniably either good or evil, into struggling outcasts has raised questions of an ontological, cultural, and literary nature.
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The Development of the Protagonist in Rudolfo Anaya’s Chicano Bildungsroman Bless Me, Ultima

Abstract. The main aim of this article is to examine the psychological and emotional development of the protagonist of Rudolfo Anaya’s Bless Me, Ultima, a book which is perceived as a prime example of Chicano Bildungsroman. First, I concentrate on providing brief theory about the sub-genre of Bildungsroman and on Chicano literature to situate Anaya’s novel within these contexts. A considerable part of the article is devoted to the analysis of the protagonist’s family background and school environment, which signify the influences of Mexican and American culture in his life. Finally, the motifs of war, violence and death are discussed as significant factors contributing to the protagonist’s coming of age.

Keywords: Bildungsroman; Chicano literature; Rudolfo Anaya; Bless Me; Ultima.

A Bildungsroman can be understood as a coming of age story, in which we get to know how certain incidents and particular environments influence an individual. The sub-genre itself focuses mainly on the psychological exploration of human reactions following disturbing experiences. At times it emphasizes the psychological turbulence of one person, other times it draws readers’ attention to the visible problems of a bigger group. But it is always about the development of a personality, identity, and a social self. The main aim of this article is to examine the psychological and emotional development of the main protagonist of Rudolfo Anaya’s Bless Me, Ultima.
Bildungsroman and Chicano literature

One of the most general definitions of the Bildungsroman states that it is “a generic term for a novel that focuses on the psychological and social development of its main character” (Redfield 2006: 191). It is, therefore, a novel in which readers follow the protagonist through his or her adolescence. Kelsey Bennett (2014: 2) claims that spiritual traditions were the basis for creating the Bildungsroman as it is a sub-genre closely connected with individual experience and self-formation. She notices that in Luther’s translation of the Bible, he uses the word Bild to express God’s image and that “the responsibility for spiritual formation shifted directly to the individual, whose primary source of external inspiration and guidance became the Bible itself” (Bennet 2014: 4). According to this view, Bildungsroman was created as an answer to religious self-searching and only later did it gain its meaning of a novel about a more general development.

The sub-genre enjoyed a particular popularity in 19th century, when Europe “witnessed the apex both of historicism and of nationalism” (Boes 2008: 17). The new events in the lives of people made them less secure and provoked emotions that were deeply hidden before. Therefore, people felt a need of expressing those emotions and sharing their experiences through writing Bildungsroman. Some of the greatest Bildungsroman novels of that century are, unquestionably, Charles Dickens’s David Copperfield (1850), Gustave Flaubert’s Sentimental Education (1869), or Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884).

One of the most typical elements of the Bildungsroman is the presence of a mentor. It is the mentor who teaches the young protagonist and directs his or her development into the right direction. This is usually an elderly, experienced person, whose world outlook appeals to the character at this particular stage of life (Garasym 2012: 187). Some attention should be also devoted to the Bildungsroman’s narrator. Tetyana Garasym (2012: 186) notices that such stories are predominantly told from the perspective of an adult and mature protagonist who has already found his place in life. In consequence, the image of the formation process relies on references to the past. All, or almost all, of the events taking place in the novel are the memories of the narrator.

Significantly, Bildungsroman is about finding and building a national identity. A substantial aim of a coming of age novel is to show how young people find their way to become citizens. Sometimes the protagonist can be described as the representative of a whole nation. This often creates some kind of an ironic situation as the protagonists become mature in an immature nation (Latinez 2014: 6). This happens especially in the context of Latin America, where we can still observe some influences from Native American culture. The characters of the stories frequently go beyond the framework and become more aware and developed than the rest of the society. They can later make use of their maturity and fight for what they have discovered is right and therefore draw people into changing the common view. According to Stella Bolaki (2011: 10-11), this sub-genre “has an enduring power” and “offers an appropriate site for the negotiation of a number of enduring and contentious tensions in ethnic American writing”. It is not only about finding oneself but also about exploring social problems.
One particular type is the Chicano Bildungsroman, focusing on Mexican-American society. Its main characteristic is that it combines the elements of both Mexican and American cultures. As we read in the article written by Eysturoy and Gurpegui (1990: 48-82), the history of Mexican-Americans begins in the year 1848 and the roots of Chicano literature lie in this historical context. 1848 was the year when the treaty of Guadalupe Hildago was signed and the war between Mexico and the United States ended. The appearance of Chicano literature may come from the fact that many Mexican-Americans find the border between both countries “an artificial one” (Eysturoy, Gurpegui 1990: 48). On an everyday basis the minority lives in an environment exposing them to the combination of both cultures.

The beginnings of Chicano short fiction are indisputably connected with the oral tradition of storytelling and with traditional cuentos (stories). As a part of folk speech, proverbs and traditional sayings can be perceived as the “voice of collected wisdom or proven authority” (Ortega 2012: 548) and a significant element of indigenous Mexican culture. It provides advice in an inoffensive way and refers to the experience of past generations. Thus, through the folk tales we can learn a lot about the culture and history of Chicanos. Another characteristic of Chicano/a literature is the inclusion of violence. In his article “Chicano Studies and the Need to Not Know” Rodriguez (2010: 180) observes that what is often included in Chicano/a works is the figure with his or her pistol; the tendency to employ such figures “emerges from a desire to rectify a long history of racism, patriarchy, economic exploitation, and cultural neglect and derision”. Although it is mentioned that such symbolic characters with pistols appear as a result of the Chicano Movement of the 1960s, they are still present in today’s novels. Additionally, it is also a common phenomenon that Chicano/a writers prefer to employ a strategy of code switching in which predominantly English texts are infused with Spanish words (Schmidt 2011: 40). This combination shows that the authors refuse to be defined by one culture and that they do not want to “fall into one neat and distinct category” (Schmidt 2011: 40), hoping to somehow make people aware of the complexity of Chicano/a identity.

Chicano literature, especially works of the last three decades, is “the culmination of long-standing sentiments and traditions” (Eysturoy, Gurpegui 1990: 49). The mixture of cultures and the combination of motifs undoubtedly make Chicano coming of age novels exceptionally intriguing. The novel of formation located in a place where different heritages collide allows readers to step into an extraordinary world, known only by a few people.

Family background and Mexican culture
At the beginning of Bless Me, Ultima, Tony is a six-year-old boy and an innocent character. In spite of his young age, he seems to be quite precocious. It is right to say that as a boy Antonio is “quite thoughtful and serious, often prone to moral questioning” (Sharma 2013). He spends his free time helping with the farm and definitely does not concern himself with his sisters’ pastimes. Although they are older, it is he who seems to be more grown-up. Despite the fact that in many characteristics the protagonist differs from his peers and seems to be more mature, he is lost. Tony, “the inquisitor” (Anaya 1972: 33), is a boy with many questions to ask, but not all of them are directly answered. Al-
though he learns through the guidance and advice given by his parents and a mentor, Ultima, their words gain in meaning only with time and the experiences he has to go through himself.

As readers, we are the witnesses of how Tony’s identity is built by the environment in which he is growing up. It is believed that the hallmark characteristics of traditional Mexican family values are supportive family bonds and the strong expectations regarding family loyalty (Cauce, Domenech-Rodríguez 2002: 3-25). As Saracho and Martínez-Hancock (2005: 212) notice, “traditional Mexican-American families are those who still maintain values of typical communities that are rural, located close to the Mexican border, and situated where most of the population is Mexican American”. Undoubtedly, all of these features could serve as a description of Tony’s family. However, the family values associated with Mexican culture are shown here as influences that are more complicated and less unified than we stereotypically believe.

What is surely important while considering Antonio’s process of maturing is his surname and its origin, which signifies his family background. The full name of the protagonist is Antonio Juan Márquez y Luna, which indicates that Tony comes from two totally different types of Mexican society. As Theresa Kanoza (1999: 159) notices, “Rudolfo Anaya presents a world of opposites in the New Mexican village of Guadalupe. The parents of the young protagonist Antonio have strikingly different temperaments, as dissimilar to each other as the backgrounds from which they hail”. The first world is represented by the father, a vaquero (cowboy) with “a calling as ancient as the coming of the Spaniard to Nuevo México” (Anaya 1972: 2). The men of the llano (plains) in Bless Me, Ultima are described as “men of the sun” (Anaya 1972: 27). They are loud and wild, “like the ocean from which they take their name, and the species of the llano that have become their home” (Anaya 1972: 41). People from Las Pasturas are also witty and there is always a song in their excited talks. As Tony notices, they were “like the wind, and the fragrances they carried on their clothing shifted as the wind shifted” (Anaya 1972: 125). It is the wind and their blood that sets vaqueros wandering and enjoying life to the fullest. In contrast, Maria, Antonio’s mother, is not defined as a woman of the llano. She is a daughter of a farmer and the Lunas’ origins are strongly connected with the moon: “They planted their crops and cared for their animals according to the cycles of the moon. They lived their lives, sang their songs, and died under the changing moon. The moon was their goddess” (Anaya 1972: 90). The mother’s family is also said to be strange and quiet, “for only a quiet man can learn the secrets of the earth that are necessary for planting” (Anaya 1972: 41). What they do is speak to the earth with their hands and use their words mostly to communicate with growing plants (Anaya 1972: 46).

Interestingly enough, the protagonist, who is also the narrator, makes such a point: “Why two people as opposite as my father and my mother had married I do not know. Their blood and their ways had kept them at odds, and yet for all this, we were happy” (Anaya 1972: 29). The differences in his parent’s origins result in distinct expectations of what their son should be like. Gabriel expects his son to make a fine vaquero. His dream is “to gather his sons around him and move westward to the land of the setting sun, to the vineyards of California” (Anaya 1972: 14). The father waits for his children as he strongly believes that they will do what he expects. As it is the way of
life Gabriel knows best, he wishes that someday Tony will fulfill his dreams of living in the *llano*. However, the expectations of the mother differ. Once in the past “she wanted to buy along the river where the land was fertile and there was water for the plants and trees” (Anaya 1972: 24), but it was Gabriel who decided that they would settle close to his *llano*. The mother dislikes the people occupying this place and perceives them as thieves and worthless drunks starting fights. She also complains that they move like gypsies and drag their families around the country like vagabonds (Anaya 1972: 9). Although Maria finds the village of Las Pasturas beautiful, she does not accept its people and, as the protagonist observes, she does not follow their thinking: “She did not understand their tragedy, their search for the freedom that was now forever gone. My mother had lived in the llano many years when she married my father, but the valley and the river were too ingrained in her for her to change” (Anaya 1972: 126). The fact that Maria has only a few friends in the town shows how difficult for her is to live in the place Gabriel chose.

All these apparently incompatible components, inherited from the parents, combine in the protagonist, who observes: “The four directions of the llano met in me, and the white sun shone on my soul. The granules of sand at my feet and the sun and sky above me seemed to dissolve into one strange, complete being” (Anaya 1972: 12). Therefore, we can see that the protagonist is torn between the elements of his origin; lost as much as his parents are. Especially the father, whose raging about the town, old age, lost dreams and war seem to show the forcefulness of his frustration. Gabriel is displaced psychologically and blames everything that surrounds him for his disempowerment (Black 2000: 151-152):

He cursed the weak-willed men of the town who did not understand the freedom a man of the llano must have, and he cursed the war for taking his sons away. And if there was very much anger in him he cursed my mother because she was the daughter of farmers, and it was she who kept him to one piece of land.

(Anaya 1972: 28)

Antonio’s parents represent two completely opposite perspectives and they are of different heritage. It is the conflict between their origins that influences Antonio, who needs to find his own identity. At the beginning of the novel, the protagonist does not seem to know yet whose steps to follow: “Now we have come to live near the river, and yet near the llano. I love them both, and yet I am of neither. I wonder which life I will choose?” (Anaya 1972: 41). The boy seeks answers and one of the most significant questions he asks is about who he really is: whether he is more a Márez or a Luna.

It is worth noticing that the Mexicanity shown in the novel is not a univocal category. As Neal Finer (1979: 6) noticed, “the rich diversity of Mexico’s contemporary culture is the product of several cultures which have blended” - influences from the Indian cultures of the pre-Cortesian period, the Spanish-Moorish-French cultures of the Colonial period, and the nationalist and internationalist cultures of the twentieth century are still present in contemporary Mexico. The clash of various traditions and beliefs can serve, therefore, as a reason for the differences between Gabriel and Maria’s origins. Another type of diversity appears when we consider the different ideas of
manhood incorporated into the novel. Antonio is strongly influenced not only by his father but also by his uncles, who are completely distinct from what Gabriel represents.

Although at first it is impossible for him to define his identity, at the end of the novel Tony surprises his uncle Pedro with the ascertainment that he is Márez first and then he is Luna. Although the boy is not yet aware of the reason for this statement and answers instinctively, we can acknowledge that he does not want to be perceived strictly as a Luna. From the beginning we know that someday he will “return and see the little village where the train stopped for water, where the grass was as high and green as the waves of the ocean, where the men rode horses and they laughed and cried at births, weddings, dances, and wakes” (Anaya 1972: 32). He remembers very well that the place of his birth is Las Pasturas and notices that the only thing he needs to do in order to return to the land is to follow the railroad tracks. His father said that the llano was his school, his teacher and his first love at the same time (Anaya 1972: 54). Gabriel is touched whenever he thinks about the plains and it seems that they are nearly of the same significance for Tony. One of Tony’s dreams brings the thought: “I recognized the village of Las Pasturas and my heart grew happy” (Anaya 1972: 5). It is, therefore, a place which touches Antonio and makes him feel closer to his heritage. He has the village in his mind and dreams about visiting it in the future.

Further in the novel we discover that Tony’s uncles are pleased with his input into the work on the farm. Consequently, they ensure him that if one day he chooses to follow in their steps, the land of his mother will become his property. Although in the novel we are not to find the final decision, Tony sincerely appreciates the time he spent with his mother’s brothers:

I learned much from those men who were as dark and quiet as the earth of the valley, and what I learned made me stronger inside. I knew that the future was uncertain and I did not yet know if I could follow in their footsteps and till the earth forever, but I did know that if I chose that life it would be good (Anaya 1972: 251).

In the novel, the time Tony spends on the farm is concluded as the last summer when he was truly a child. It seems, therefore, that as he can appreciate being both a Marez and a Luna, he begins to feel more secure. He is too young to choose yet, but he knows that there is something positive ahead of him. This safety makes him feel better about living in the world of differences that surrounds him and it gives him certain stability. Consequently, it can also serve as a sign of the character’s growth into maturity.

While raising the subject of Antonio’s process of development, we cannot overlook the contribution of an eponymous character, Ultima. She is the one to school Antonio in the history and culture of his ancestors, and hence help the protagonist find his deep origins. She is the next, after Antonio’s father, to remind him about the llano: “When she came the beauty of the llano unfolded before my eyes, and the gurgling waters of the river sang to the hum of the turning earth” (Anaya 1972: 1). It is also she who makes Tony feel like a part of it. As we read in the introduction to the novel, Ultima’s appearance in Bless me, Ultima causes that her grandson “opens his eyes” and that “the ordinary conflicts of childhood take on a deeper meaning” (Anaya 1999). At some point, Ultima seems to be even closer to Tony than Maria:
Ultima and I continued to search for plants and roots in the hills. I felt more attached to Ultima than to my own mother. Ultima told me the stories and legends of my ancestors. From her I learned the glory and the tragedy of the history of my people, and I came to understand how that history stirred in my blood. (Anaya 1972: 123)

She is the one taking care of Tony’s learning about the past. Ultima explains the historical and cultural foundations of Mexican beliefs, thus encouraging the protagonist to learn about each aspect of his heritage.

The general truths Ultima introduces make her an extremely significant character and a mentor. She is not only experienced but also wise. As a matter of fact, she loves to share her knowledge with Antonio although at times he seems to be too young to understand. Ultima is described as the one holding the secret of Antonio’s destiny as she delivered the boy from his mother’s womb. She is with him from the beginning of his life and even predicts that he will be a man of learning: “You remember, Grande, you offered him all the objects of life when he was just a baby, and what did he choose, the pen and the paper” (Anaya 1972: 54). As much as his mother symbolizes a dream and his father a rebellion, Ultima is the equivalent of spiritual wisdom and mysticism. Additionally, she makes such an impression on Tony that he often watches her and imitates her moves. She is the one that most significantly inspires the protagonist.

Tony’s family and Mexican culture are the elements that strongly determine the changes in his personality. The uncertainty that is caused by the visible difference in his parents’ origins makes the boy uneasy at the beginning of the novel. However, it evolves and even disappears as the story develops. The boy begins his search for identity with the difficult task of choosing whose steps to follow. At the end of the road, though, he is able to defend his origins and calmly consider the possibilities of his own future. All in all, the family and its origins make Antonio a unique and mature character despite his young age. As a Chicano Bildungsroman protagonist, Antonio lives in a world where various influences collide. Although the diversity between American and Mexican cultures may be more apparent to the readers, it is the tapestry of Mexican culture that is more widely described in Bless Me, Ultima. It is essential to notice that Antonio is a pure Mexican when it comes to his origins and only later in the story he begins to develop the American identity that he received as a result of his family’s emigration.

School and American culture

The element that largely builds Antonio’s Americanity in Bless Me, Ultima is the school he attends. In the novel, this institution is the first place where children are exposed to American culture: “All of the older people spoke only in Spanish, and I myself understood only Spanish. It was only after one went to school that one learned English” (Anaya 1972: 10). Interestingly enough, it is a well-known fact that language is one of the most important elements of human identity and culture. As William Bright (1976: 2) notes, “language is assured a position as a branch of culture by its distinctively patterned nature, by its restriction to the human species, and above all because languages are learned, not transmitted genetically”. Consequently, once a person begins to speak another language, he or she simultaneously learns a fragment of a new culture. At the beginning of the novel
Tony is not able to speak English yet: “[Deborah] had been to school two years and spoke only English. She was teaching Theresa and half the time I didn’t understand what they were saying” (Anaya 1972: 11). However, he quickly learns to use the English language once he becomes a schoolchild. As the protagonist obtains the ability to speak English, he also gets in touch with the American culture. Antonio has to open up to a different culture in order to communicate on an everyday basis.

An interesting fact is that in Bless Me, Ultima the school is described as an institution in which all teachers speak only English. Thus, Antonio’s going to school is like throwing him in at the deep end. As Phillip Serrato (2012: 238) notices, Antonio “finds that stepping away from [home] and out into the world literally and figuratively takes him into strange, new territory that challenges him in different ways”. Home is a safe place, thus the singular thought of leaving his mother results in Tony’s reaction of sickness. Once the protagonist moves forward and actually enters the threshold of school, he does not feel any better. Antonio is lost within the society of his peers and feels like an outcast. The protagonist experiences an extreme dejection:

> The pain and sadness seemed to spread to my soul, and I felt for the first time what the grown-ups call, la tristesa de la vida. I wanted to run away, to hide, to run and never come back, never see anyone again. But I knew that if I did I would shame my family name, that my mother’s dream would crumble. I knew I had to grow up and be a man, but oh it was so very hard. (Anaya 1972: 59)

The difficulties Antonio encounters are caused by his Mexican heritage. Not only is he unable to use the language of others but he also consumes different dishes. Once the protagonist hears words he does not recognize and while he sees the lunch made out of bread and not tortilla, he feels powerless. Therefore, another integral part of culture appearing in the novel is cuisine. Culturally, food traditions unite people and play a large role in the building of a sense of distinctiveness (Edelstein 2010: IX). Through the differences in language and food, Tony cannot find his place in this unfamiliar and terrifying reality and, not surprisingly, begins to think about running away.

The Mexican and American cultures clash in this all new world, but the boy manages to deal with the situation. What he learns from his family is that he should never try cowardly to escape difficulties. As Tony decidedly rejects the thought of disappointing his mother, he decides to face the problem. This situation leads to a personal success as the boy finds a solution without the help of his family, to which he is so attached. The same school that was the place of Tony’s heartbreak ing sorrow becomes an area of achievement. The protagonist makes new friends who are, like him, different in language and custom. One of Tony’s first serious experiences ends up favorably: “We struggled against the feeling of loneliness that gnawed at our souls and we overcame it; that feeling I never shared with anyone” (Anaya 1972: 59). The success mentioned is an element that directs Tony to his independence. He steps out from the familiar Mexican world and gains some autonomy from it. He becomes a member of the new culture without his nearest and dearest beside him, and thus becomes more self-reliant. What is more, he makes another step towards the discovery of his own identity.
It is worth mentioning that Tony’s inability to speak English quickly disappears despite the fact that Antonio’s father is opposed to his son’s Americanization: “They only learn to speak like Indians. Gosh, okay, what kind of words are those?” (Anaya 1972: 54). Gabriel, seems to perceive English as the language of Indians, which in this case could be interpreted as primitive and strange. He is not in favor of American culture and considers it inferior. The unfamiliarity and foreignness of American culture irritate and upset him. Reversely, Antonio’s mother encourages the boy to learn English. As Maria strives to breed a man of learning, she intends her son to speak both Spanish and English. She is aware that in order to succeed, one has to be able to speak English:

She liked to hear me read the catechism in English, although she could not understand all I read, and I myself could not yet read with complete comprehension. Many of the old people did not accept the new language and refused to let their children speak it, but my mother believed that if I was to be successful as a priest I should know both languages, and so she encouraged me in both. (Anaya 1972: 179-180)

Maria’s openness towards the new language encourages the protagonist to begin his educational journey. Driven by the desire to acknowledge the language, he begins to “unravel the mystery of the letters” (Anaya 1972: 64). As we read in the novel, he perceives letters and numbers as magic, knowledge as something mysterious and powerful that is worth mastering. Antonio is eager to learn the secrets of education and, more importantly, he succeeds. The teachers praise him and so eventually he passes two grades at once. He is aware of how education helps in adult life, so he works hard to develop himself in this area. As much as becoming educated is important to the protagonist, he never forgets his Mexican heritage. While attending the catechism he prefers to use his native language: “I prayed to myself, sharing my prayers with no one. Everyone else prayed in English” (Anaya 1972: 199). Although he is surrounded by American culture and understands its importance for achieving success, he tries to maintain, at the deepest spiritual level, what is connected with his Mexicanity.

School was also the place where Tony met the gang. Though with his sensibleness Tony differs from the members of the gang, he nevertheless manages to impress them with his courage, versatility, and unwillingness to judge. Despite the protagonist’s awareness of the differences between him and his friends, he becomes a member of the gang: “They all gathered around me and asked me where I lived and about school. They were good friends, and that day I became a part of their gang” (Anaya 1972: 38). In Bless Me, Ultima the gang is described as a group of childish, badly behaved, violent and not very bright boys. They make “pissing contests”, “burp in class”, and constantly visit the principal’s office (Anaya 1972: 75-76). The narrator himself is the one to notice that they are “the dumbest kids in school” and that “hell could freeze over but they would still come marching across the tracks, wrestling, kicking at each other, stomping into the classrooms where they fidgeted nervously all day and made things miserable for their teachers” (Anaya 1972: 151). Antonio, though, is a clever, intelligent, calm, and well behaved young man.
The fact that the protagonist joins the gang can be easily explained, however. As we read in *Gangs in the Schools* by Burnett and Walz (1994: 3-4), gangs “often provide youth with a sense of family and acceptance otherwise lacking in their lives. In addition, gangs may form among groups of recent immigrants as a way of maintaining strong ethnic identity”. Therefore, the principal reasons for Tony’s joining the gang are the facts that he does not feel well in the school environment and that he is lost among his peers. He seeks friends of the same origins, among whom he would feel comfortable and accepted. Although for the obvious reason of his innocence, he seems to be the last person who would join a gang, he does. All in all, the visible contrast between Tony and the other group members allows us to see the maturity in his ability to mold in the society. The protagonist becomes friends with people who could easily change his character. Instead, he tolerantly learns that even the most ill-mannered boys can own and develop some positive traits. It is also significant to mention that the protagonist is able to become one of them without changing his noble traits.

The school environment, therefore, becomes a significant factor in Antonio’s coming of age as it makes him realize his difference and discover the magic of education. It also becomes a place in which this Chicano Bildungsroman protagonist learns to cope with the problems on his own, begins to open up for the American culture, and finds the group in which he can preserve his ethnicity.

**The influence of war, violence and death**

Although World War II appears only in the background and is not experienced directly, its influence is easily visible in the development of the protagonist of *Bless Me, Ultima*. In the novel, the image of the society facing war is described as mourning: “Those years it seemed that the whole town was in mourning, and it was very sad on Sundays to see the rows of black-dressed women walking in procession to church” (Anaya 1972: 32). Many sons and husbands were lost; the families were grief-stricken. In Tony’s family the situation was not much better due to the departure of three sons who went to fight in the war. Especially influenced by the war was Antonio’s father. Sometimes Tony could even see his father cry over the war ruining his dream: “It was sad to see my father cry, but I understood it, because sometimes a man has to cry. Even if he is a man” (Anaya 1972: 15).

As soon as the protagonist’s brothers comes back from the war, though, it becomes clear that the life before their leaving would never return. As Serrato (2012) observes, “the stress of the times finally becomes all too real for [Antonio] through the breakup of his family. First his brothers leave home to fight in the war. Then, although they physically return, they never really return to the family” (Serrato 2012: 234-235). Andrew, Eugene and León are already unrecognizable. Since the very arrival, it is impossible for them to come back to the life from before the war:

*My brothers had spent the winter sleeping during the day and in town at night. They were like turgid animals who did things mechanically. I saw them only in the evening when they rose to clean up and eat.*
Then they were gone. I heard in whispers that they were wasting their service money in the back room of the Eight Ball Pool Hall. My mother worried about them almost as much as she had when they were at war, but she said nothing. (Anaya 1972: 65)

Further in the eighth chapter, Tony also notices that his brothers “were like lost men who went and came and said nothing” (Anaya 1972: 65). The war-sickness seemed to be dragging them down and sometimes at night León would even howl and cry, thereby resembling a wild animal.

Another situation, also involving post-traumatic stress, takes place just at the beginning of the novel. Once we read about the first murder Antonio witnesses, we can be sure that not even an adult could get past such a deed undisturbed. Antonio hears that due to the war-sickness Lupito killed the sheriff and the boy’s curiosity leads him to witness the revenge of the local people. Although Tony is just a child, he is old enough to understand that what happened was a part of the adult life full of violence, anger and sadness. The murder makes Tony’s soul sick as he cannot forget the cry of a tormented man. In the novel, war is a theme which opens Antonio’s eyes and encourages the protagonist to contemplate on the morality: “Now the men on the bridge walked the earth with the terrible burden of dark mortal sin on their souls, and hell was the only reward” (Anaya 1972: 28). After all, the character acknowledges war as changing his brothers drastically, making his father cry and even causing a man to commit a murder. At such a young age, Tony becomes aware of the tragedy that a life can bring. In the world of childish innocence, he suddenly approaches one of the most tragic problems the humanity encounters. Therefore, it seems that in Tony’s eyes, the war destroys human lives and is an element which makes his brother drift apart from the rest of the family.

Moreover, it is in particular one of the protagonist’s brothers that serves him a lesson about life. Andrew’s misdeeds lead Antonio to the disappointment, which is one of the most significant events in the story. At first Andrew is introduced as the character encouraging Tony and believing in him: “Someday you will beat him, Tony. Some day you will beat us all” (Anaya 1972: 75). But then his brother, whom he undoubtedly trusts, refuses to come with help to a family’s friend. Not only does Andrew spend time in a brothel, but also refuses to leave a prostitute and does not react when Narciso asks for help. The consequences could not be more serious as Narciso gets murdered. The change touching the protagonist is visible just after his discovery in a brothel: “I wanted to hate Andrew for being with the bad women, but I could not. I only felt tired and older” (Anaya 1972: 165). The incident serves as another step towards the protagonist’s loss of innocence, and his reaction – feeling “tired and older” – indicates a certain weariness, and even resignation. In a very short time, he observes and experiences many situations that a regular child is not even aware of, most of them leading to a disappointment – with his own brothers, with his neighbors, perhaps with humanity itself.

It comes as no surprise that at some point the atmosphere between Tony and Andrew becomes uneasy. The murder that comes after Andrew’s lack of reaction becomes an insurmountable problem and Antonio sadly drifts apart from his brother. He begins to think that he has never actually got to know his brothers and contemplates Andrew’s running away: “I wondered if I could ever re-
ally know my brothers, or would they remain but phantoms of my dreams. And I wondered if the
death of Narciso had anything to do with Andrew’s decision to go” (Anaya 1972: 185). What may
be a surprise is that Antonio remains silent and does not reveal that he knows about his brother’s
behavior. As we get to the point where the protagonist assures that he had not told anyone and that
he never would, we witness Tony’s extremely adult behavior. The boy bafflingly decides to keep a
secret which could calumniate his brother. Not only does Tony show his maturity but also gener-
osity. This experience is significant for Andrew as well as for his younger brother, who begins to
feel and act like a man.

Violence is a major theme in the novel, therefore, I should recount only some selected situations
that are retained in the protagonist’s memory. Probably the most violent person Tony encounters is
Tenorio Trementina, a creature of evil, anger and revenge. Throughout the novel he is just looking
for an opportunity to revenge the loss of his daughter. It seems that the longer he waits, the more
frustrated he becomes. The fight between Narciso and Tenorio is already much for Antonio. In the
same chapter of the novel, though, he is not only to witness another murder but also to become a
target himself: “I heard a low moan as Tenorio aimed his pistol at the head of Narciso. I screamed
with fear and Tenorio spun around and saw me. He aimed the pistol at me and I heard the click of
the firing pin. But there was no shot” (Anaya 1972: 169). This occurrence makes Antonio feel older
and different. Not surprisingly, he begins to seek answers to why somebody as noble as Narciso
had to die. Although Antonio is unable to find a reason, he decides to fight the evil:

> Not even when he killed Narciso had I seen so much hate in Tenorio’s face. I seemed too small to stand in
the way of a man bent upon destruction with such fury, but I remembered that my father had stood up
up to him, and Narciso had stood up to him, and even Ultima had stood against this evil; and although I was
trembling with fright I answered him, “No! I will not let you!” (Anaya 1972: 188)

Indisputably, the protagonist is becoming stronger. The violence he experiences works as an ele-
ment initiating his courage. It is worth mentioning that Tony is the one to deal with the bilateral
hatred as he also hears his father and Narciso talking about killing Tenorio. Therefore, the stigma
of the events affects him twice as much.

Another significant event that changes Antonio’s worldview is the death of his peer. Florence is
introduced as a boy whose life has never been effortless. With the mother who died when the boy
was three years old, the father who drunk himself to death and the sisters working as prostitutes,
Florence already seems to be an adult. His rueful story initiates the feeling of pity. Both Florence
and Antonio do not understand why there is so much anguish and unfairness in the world. Once
again, the thoughts about good and evil appear in the protagonist’s mind. The death, present in
the lives of these young characters, makes them ask questions about the sense of existence and
about God:

> “So I ask myself,” [Florence] continued, “how can God let this happen to a kid. I never asked to be born. But he
gives me birth, a soul, and puts me here to punish me. Why? What did I ever do to Him to deserve this, huh?”
For a moment I couldn’t answer. The questions Florence had posed were the same questions I wanted answered. (Anaya 1972: 196)

As the two boys have different perspectives, they are not able to find an unambiguous answer. Unfortunately, Florence does not even get the time to seek response as he drowns. Tony is left alone without answers to the previously asked questions and becomes even more uncertain of how to seek any good in this unjust world. The memories of people dying frequently strike Tony in his dreams and encourage him to search for the sense of existence.

Although the deaths of Lupito, Narciso and Florence change the protagonist, it is the passing of Ultima that signifies the end of Tony’s childhood: “That shot destroyed the quiet, moonlit peace of the mill, and it shattered my childhood into a thousand fragments that long ago stopped falling and are now dusty relics gathered in distant memories” (Anaya 1972: 258). Because of the fact that one serious image of adult life comes after another very quickly, Tony’s psychological and emotional development proceeds at a fast pace. Only after he experiences things as harrowing as violence and death is he able to understand fully the feelings of profound sorrow and disenchantment. He no longer knows these terms in theory only, but can now define them himself. The emotions that appear once a person matures become present in Antonio’s life. He changes from a naïve child into a young man who acknowledges the dark side of the world. Therefore, the profusion of violence Tony experiences influences him strongly. In Bless Me, Ultima, we are not to read about a gleesome boy who grows in a trouble-free environment. Instead, we discover the life of a boy who is exposed to the adult life to such an extent that he himself becomes an adult. Although in his dreams the boy complains about the amount of brutality he has to get through, he finally begins to see its importance: “Why must I be witness to so much violence! I cried in fear and protest. The germ of creation lies in violence, a voice answered” (Anaya 1972: 243). It is the experience of death that initiates and ends his coming of age.

It is also worth mentioning that, as it was pointed out at the beginning of the article, Bildungsroman is focused on presenting events from the perspective of a mature person. In this case, we can also describe Bless Me, Ultima as the memoir of the protagonist. In his novel, Anaya wishes to present the part of the protagonist’s life that is the most significant to Antonio’s adult self and describe the events that are, often unwillingly, retained in his memory. As an experienced man, the narrator evokes the memories from a period which he spent with one of the most important people in his life, Ultima. The narration is presented from the perspective of a grown man who willingly describes his past, rarely focusing on the present. However, with every mention of the here and now, the readers are assured about the influence of the incidents and people on the protagonist’s adulthood: “Many years later, long after Ultima was gone and I had grown to be a man, I would awaken sometimes at night and think I caught a scent of her fragrance in the cool-night breeze” (Anaya 1972: 13). Recollecting the past in Bless Me, Ultima can be described as sentimental and detailed at the same time. Anaya goes very deeply into the protagonist thoughts, even trying to recall his youth’s dreams. This type of first person narrative, typical for Bildungsroman,
undoubtedly creates some kind of intimacy between the protagonist and the reader, as we get to experience the character’s journey almost from the beginning to the end.

Conclusions
Typically for a Chicano Bildungsroman protagonist, Antonio is strongly influenced by the culture, the environment, and the harrowing experiences he faces. The process of his maturing is founded on finding a solution to multiple cultural conflicts. Tony has to deal with many reversals regarding the language barrier, the feeling of immigrant isolation and the rich diversity of Mexico’s culture. Both in the school and in the family, the protagonist picks up traits of maturity. He learns to deal with the problems and becomes self-reliant. Furthermore, his identity is built by the experiences of war, violence and death. In the novel, we can undoubtedly notice how traumatic and disturbing these three elements are for Tony and how they subject the protagonist to harrowing experiences. From an innocent boy, Tony changes into a wise man. Just as much as his mother perceives the protagonist “a baby” at the beginning of the novel, she is the first to admit him to be the adult directing his family: “It was the first time I had ever spoken to my mother as a man; she nodded and obeyed” (Anaya 1972: 259). At the end of Bless Me, Ultima Antonio Juan Márez y Luna is by far a young man being undisturbed by his heritage or formidability that comes with life.

Incontrovertibly, in Rudolfo Anaya’s debut novel we encounter the elements of both the Bildungsroman and the Chicano writing. It is a creation in which we observe Antonio’s journey towards maturation in a Mexican-American community. The story is told from the perspective of a grown man in a first person narrative. The one that accompanies the protagonist, teaches him about his ancestors and explains the importance of historical and cultural foundations is the figure of Ultima, a mentor typical for Bildungsroman. Furthermore, the major theme of ethnic identity used by Chicano/a writers is thoroughly described in this coming of age novel. Another apparent Chicano element is the combination of Spanish and English language, which adds certain uniqueness to the story about a young Mexican American. Undoubtedly, Bless Me, Ultima is a piece allowing the readers experience the cultural introspection, for Antonio’s process of maturing is founded on finding solution to social and cultural conflicts. The novel, therefore, exemplifies Chicano Bildungsroman in a uncomplicated yet remarkable manner.
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Smile

I'm tired of walking the city,
trying to go nice to nice
with shuttered faces.

I'll stay at home, warm and quiet,
sideways on to the round window
in the closed and twilit porch—

my smile can make what it will
by itself, out and about, a butterfly
over a quay, so to speak, a tickle in the rain.

It might get lucky
with the face of a side-street rambler—
two smiles threading

just for a moment
two freedoms way above the stones,
two snowflakes teasing the dark.

Good luck to my smile
and whatever of joy it may find
whatever of loathing it may have to dodge

like dust
flown clear of a slamming book
on an empty afternoon.

good luck to all things that move
though their effort may stir as much
as wind in a time after planets.
When colour depletes  
and my porch’s window  
gives up on show and tell

I’ll lift the letterflap  
feel my smile  
tumbling in under my hand

it will tell me  
in its different keys of silence  
how it has fared—

hunting through the fissures of the day  
making like clown, Samaritan,  
peace-patcher—

if it got between a hand and self-removal  
sealed a union of the widowed  
made someone laugh at a joke like itself,  
complete as a ripple,  
sudden as a lift of mist
How Now

I've the look of a man
who doesn't know
if he'll come out where he went in

I sing these days
under my breath
prefer the gaps between words
the moments after things happen

I see
but no memories mass about
thought shows
its usual lump beneath the covers

coming out of a station
say
I may wonder what kind of evening
the sun has struck for us
then drop into it
feel how footsteps trap destinations
how the colours of traffic
splash each other up
from lane to lane

here comes a man hands-free
spraying intimacy onto other breaths
there goes a many-frocked giggle

this woman's had enough of her child
yanks his arm
like a cut of bungee rope
that boy
stands pudgy and baffled
on the eve of his adult life
his face doesn't know
if it should laugh or cry

I could stand forever
in nowheres like this
snapping and deleting
I could die here
furl to a brief aggravation of air
leave my image to sink
like daylight through the waves
an echo
that never used a word
**Harbours Hill**  
**Worcestershire**

One day I shall return to Harbours Hill and die. On its only street, cambered, gritted the colour of headache, against the fall of January stars.

I shall let my eyes roll back to see what my mind makes of the last quaint shuffle of life…

having looked in the window of the village's one shop, how it gathers little marvels of winter light on stuff it never sells…

having walked the greenish length of the path beside the unattended church to see the berries drowse in their blood between the railing-spikes…

having stood in the church itself in case the breathing dust should work loose a word from a long-immured prayer.

On the only street at the mouth of the path I shall set like a tumbler, my bones brewing a forward roll so when it comes I fold soundlessly, ball up where the railings meet scarps of moss.

Mulch to mulch, preserved a while as a randomness of sockets till the grasses of spring fill my eyes, lush over the whitened nooks in which a passenger-spirit might once have bided my time.
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